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Brief History

David Sarokin, XooxleAnswers’ founder, is a researcher par excellence with decades
of professional experience. David, a Fulbright Scholar, is a biologist with a wealth of
experience as a policy analyst, a legislative researcher for the US Senate, a fundraiser for non-profits, and a program manager in the federal government. David
served as one of the most productive researchers at Google Answers, an online, fee-
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based Q&A service that was retired at the end of 2006.
It covers newspapers of different places and of different categories, such as, US state
and regional newspaper archives, European archives, College and student
newspapers, Historical magazine archives, and also from the Rest of the world. Most
of the links are covered from 16th century to modern times.
Historical researchers quickly become familiar with commercial newspaper archives
like Proquest, Readex, Newsbank etc., but these are high-priced, institutional
subscription services, and not everyone can get ready access to them. Two accessible
and affordable subscription services for vintage newspaper articles are
NewspaperArchive and Newspapers.com, both very impressive free online
newspaper archive collections.

Increasingly, there are some digital archives of old newspapers available to everyone
at no charge, if anyone want to know where to look. That’s why XooxleAnswers:
Newspaper Archives collection of resources is all about: free historical newspapers
on the Internet. Here are some links are available under different categories of
world’s newspaper archives. These are –






US state and regional newspaper archives
College and student newspapers
Historical magazine archives
European archives
Other international archives, including numerous foreign language sources

US state and regional newspaper archives: There are excellent free historical
resources for vintage newspaper articles in the United States. They cover a broad
swath of U.S. history — from the 18th to the 21st century –and cover state, city,
town, county, and regional newspapers. Headlines, articles, photos, display ads,
classifieds…they’re all there for the taking.
European archives: More and more digitized archives for historical newspapers
from Europe are coming online. A large number are available for free and they cover
a broad swath of European and world history, from the 1600s to modern times.
Vintage newspaper archives from Europe are highlighted under this category.
Other international archives: More and more digitized archives for historical
newspapers from around the world are coming online. A large number are available
for free, covering a broad swath world history, from the 1600s to modern times.
Vintage newspaper archives from all over the globe are highlighted under this
category.

Special Features
 Full list of the Google News Archives newspapers are
available. To see this list click on Google News
Archives -

Arrangement Pattern

Links for newspaper archives are arranged categorically.
As for example,

Remarks

Comparable Tools

It is a very useful site to search the news archives, here links to the world’s best
newspaper archives are attached. Visitors can find the archives easily through this
site.
 CINCINATI.com ( http://cincinnati.newspapers.com/)
 Newspapers.com ( https://www.newspapers.com/)
 ELEPHIND.COM (http://www.elephind.com/)
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